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Abstra t
We onsider the distribution of destination addresses in IP pa kets arriving at an Internet router
and show that the spatial lo ality of those addresses
is well hara terized by an empiri al power law fun tion. We demonstrate how the LRU sta k model implied by this fun tion an be used to generate syntheti IP traÆ , e.g., for experimental studies of
routing and a hing proto ols. We also show how
this model (whi h was originally devised to generate syntheti memory referen e strings of programs)
an be modi ed to better apture the temporal lo ality of destination addresses in aggregate IP traÆ .
Our observations are illustrated by omparing the
footprints of real and syntheti tra es, and by simulating routing table lookups driven by both types of
tra es.
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Introdu tion

It is well established that memory referen e strings
of omputer programs exhibit spatial and temporal
lo ality [1℄. This lo ality is the motivating on ept
behind the use of instru tion and data a hes, whi h
play a riti al role in improving the performan e of
ontemporary omputer systems. In this paper, we
apply the on epts of lo ality and workload modeling originally developed for investigating program
memory referen es to the hara terization of tra es
of Internet traÆ .
Internet routers use lo ally-stored routing tables
to look up the orre t outgoing interfa e for ea h
in oming IP pa ket, based on the best mat h for
the destination address extra ted from its header.
In this sense, the destination address is the index
to the routing table, just as a virtual memory ad-

dress is an index to the page dire tories and page
tables. The sequen e of destination addresses in the
IP pa ket tra e onstituting the input to this lookup
pro ess exhibits both temporal and spatial lo ality.
This similarity has been exploited, e.g., in [2℄, to
a elerate routing table lookups by harnessing for
this purpose the a hing hardware used by virtual
address translation.
To some extent, the IP addresses in a pa ket tra e
an be viewed as 32-bit virtual addresses representing memory referen es issued by a hypotheti al program during its exe ution. If we ould hara terize the lo ality patterns exhibited by su h referen e
strings with simple formulas, we ould generate syntheti tra es mimi king the relevant statisti al properties of real tra es. This would fa ilitate and simplify the performan e studies of routing algorithms
(espe ially a hing algorithms) by providing a lowost experimental testbed for their evaluation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we give a brief review of the
previous relevant work on hara terizing the behavior of programs and traÆ patterns with respe t to
their lo ality. Se tion 3 brie y dis usses the model
used to generate syntheti referen e tra es. In Se tion 4, we demonstrate that the original model well
aptures the spatial lo ality of IP tra es, and show
how it an be modi ed to a ount for the temporal
lo ality patterns observed in real tra es. Se tion 5
summarizes our work.
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Previous work

Previous work on program behaviors is abundant.
From the viewpoint of generating syntheti memory referen e strings, the model of Thiebaut, Wolf
and Stone [3℄ is relatively simple, omputationally

inexpensive, and well mat hes the relevant properties of real referen e strings, e.g., in terms of the
a he miss ratio. With this model, the following
hyperboli fun tion:
u(n) = An1=

(1)

is used to des ribe the number of unique referen es
u(n) observed at referen e number n, where A is a
program-dependent onstant and  gauges the spatial lo ality of the tra e. The larger the value of ,
the more spatial lo ality is present in the tra e.
There have been numerous e orts to model and
hara terize omputer network traÆ , with the
stress on temporal statisti s of pa ket arrival in both
single-sour e and aggregate environments. It was
shown that data traÆ di ers from voi e traÆ [4℄
in that it exhibits a high temporal variability but
is auto orrelated in the long run. Fra tal models
are often more appropriate than Poisson models to
des ribe the arrival of data traÆ .
Jain [5℄ proposed a \pa ket train" model as being appropriate for the LAN environment, where the
traÆ was shown to drasti ally depart form the traditional Poisson arrival model. In the train model,
pa kets between a pair of nodes form a series of
trains, with every train onsisting of a number of
\ ars." The basi parameter in this model is the
Maximum Allowed Inter- ar Gap (MAIG).
Mogul [6℄ studied lo ality at a per-peer level by
passively monitoring LAN traÆ . Persisten e [7℄,
rather than temporal lo ality, was used to hara terize the tenden y of pa kets to arrive for the same
destination pro ess. It has been shown that in as
many as 66 per ent of all ases, an in oming pa ket
is intended for the pro ess that sent the previous
pa ket. The work by Cla y, Braun and Polyzos [8℄
identi es \ ows" in the traÆ stream based on various temporal and spatial lo ality onditions. The
ow pro ling in their work was motivated by Jain's
pa ket train model. The parameters of a ow inlude a timeout value and a ow spe i ation. The
timeout value is used to determine whether a ow
is still a tive.
Those previous e orts attempt to hara terize
network traÆ , and often try to exploit its lo ality, parti ularly temporal lo ality, to improve system performan e. In ontrast, our goal is to develop
a method for generating syntheti network tra es
tting some of the spatial and temporal lo ality patterns present in real aggregate Internet tra es.
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Syntheti tra e generation

Syntheti tra es are desirable for many reasons.
Firstly, real tra es are often diÆ ult to obtain,
mostly be ause of se urity or priva y on erns. For
this reason, publi ly available olle tions of tra es
are often \sanitized" by hiding the real sour e and
destination addresses of all pa kets. Although su h
sanitized tra es may still be useful for many studies
(e.g., dealing with the interarrival time or length
distribution of pa kets), they are ompletely useless in those ases when the a tual IP addresses are
needed, e.g., to investigate the behavior of a hing
algorithms.
Se ondly, with the in reasing speed of Internet
routers, it be omes more and more expensive to olle t and store full tra es of a meaningful duration
without a e ting the router's performan e. The situation begins to resemble the problems of olle ting
memory referen e strings of programs in exe ution.
The omplete string of a sizable CPU bound program annot be olle ted and stored in real time
without drasti ally impairing its exe ution time.
Thirdly, Internet traÆ patterns are likely to undergo signi ant hanges due to new appli ations
and user a tivity patterns that annot be anti ipated at present. For example, Web transa tions
(whi h are onsiderably idiosyn rati ) be ame one
of the major omponents of the Internet traÆ almost overnight. Su h hanges will render real tra e
olle tions obsolete.
Finally, real tra es are not very onvenient from
the viewpoint of performan e studies be ause they
are not parameterizable. Given two di erent real
tra es, it is diÆ ult to say in a pre ise manner how
mu h they a tually di er. It is even more diÆult to expose a new proto ol or me hanism to a
graded hange in the nature of the traÆ . Although
some properties of the o ered load may seem easy
to hange (e.g., the arrival intensity), su h hanges
must often be orrelated with other hanges (possibly quite diÆ ult to on eive) to result in a realisti
and meaningful tra e. Consequently, the extrapolation of real tra es to new onditions is pra ti ally
impossible.
Syntheti tra e generation is appealing be ause
it is fast, easy, and ontrollable. The key issue is
the delity of a syntheti tra e, i.e., how well it
mimi s the relevant statisti al properties of a real
tra e. The exa t nature of those properties depends
on the intended study. For example, the relevant
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Simulation results

We ompare syntheti tra es generated by the in nite a he model des ribed in [3℄ to those generated
by sele ting destination addresses at random from
a set of unique addresses. The delity of these syntheti tra es is assessed by omparing their footprints, as de ned by Formula 1, to those of real
tra es.
The real tra es used in our experiments were obtained at the University of Alberta (UofA) and from
the Finnish University and Resear h Network (FUNET). The set of addresses for the random tra e
generator is the set of unique destination IP addresses in the real tra e to whi h the random tra e
is being ompared.
The values of  al ulated from the two real tra es
are 2.239 (UofA) and 2.631 (FUNET). The values
for A are 11.95 and 23.25 respe tively.
Figures 1 and 2 show that the syntheti tra es
approximate the real tra es mu h more losely than
the random tra es. In parti ular, in both gures,
the number of unique addresses rea hes the size of
the total address spa e far more qui kly for the ran-
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Figure 1: UofA tra es
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property from the viewpoint of a hing is lo ality.
Thiebaut, Wolf and Stone [3℄ have developed an
LRU sta k model to generate representative syntheti tra es of program memory referen es. The
sta k is initialized with a set of unique addresses.
Given the values of A and  in Formula 1, a random o set into the sta k an be generated. This
o set is alled a hit index. The address at the
hit index is moved to the top of the sta k, and
this address is output as the next address in the
syntheti tra e. A pointer, alled LRU POINTER,
keeps tra k of the size of the working set of addresses. LRU POINTER is initially zero, and it
is in remented by one whenever a hit index is
generated that is larger than the urrent value of
LRU POINTER. Owing to the hyperboli nature
of the footprint fun tion, the likelihood of updating
the LRU POINTER de reases very rapidly with the
in reasing number of memory referen es.
Notably, our method of deriving the parameters
of the model di ers from that used in [3℄, where the
authors visually estimate A and  from the hyperboli miss rate urve. Given the large number of
samples in our tra es, we were able to to al ulate
the model parameters by linear regression.
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Figure 2: FUNET tra es
Ca he miss ratio is one of the most important
parameters in hara terizing the performan e of a
memory referen e system. In our experiments, we
have used both syntheti and real tra es to drive
a routing table lookup algorithm omparing the
observed miss ratios for di erent a hing poli ies.
Note that in this simulation study we are on erned
with the data a he only. This makes sense from the
viewpoint of IP address a hing at a router, where
the program itself is short and an be entirely stored
in any reasonable instru tion a he, while the implementation of the data stru tures for the address
a he is a primary on ern.
The routing table lookup ode was extra ted from
the FreeBSD [9℄ 4.3-Release kernel, whi h uses a
radix tree [10℄ data stru ture to organize the routing
table. The routing table itself was obtained from
the same University of Alberta router at whi h the
real UofA tra e was olle ted. The simulation tool
used was SimpleS alar[11℄.
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Figure 3: Simulation of a 16K dire t-mapped a he

Figure 5: Comparison of miss ratio

Figure 3 shows the result for a 16KB dire tmapped a he with a he line sizes of 4, 8, 16 and
32 bytes. The miss ratios of the real tra e are onsistently lower than those of both the random tra e
and the syntheti tra e. The miss ratios of the syntheti tra e are between those of the real tra e and
those of the random tra e. Notably, the syntheti
tra e urve is loser to that for the random tra e
than it is to the real tra e urve.
This dis repan y an be explained by the fa t
that the syntheti tra e underestimates the temporal lo ality of the real tra e, i.e., there is more temporal lo ality in the real tra e than in the syntheti
tra e. In other words, while the syntheti tra e generator well approximates the spatial lo ality of the
real tra e, it fails to apture the temporal lo ality.
To test this hypothesis, we al ulated for ea h tra e
a rude measure of its temporal lo ality, namely, the
number of times when a destination address was the
same as the previous address. This situation o urs
147272 times in the UofA tra e, 155 times in the
random tra e and never (!) in the syntheti tra e.
The results for the FUNET tra es were very similar.

Temporal lo ality means that on e an address has
appeared in the referen e string, it is highly possible that the same address will be seen again in the
near future. As the syntheti tra e generator is only
on erned with making sure that the total number
of di erent addresses in the referen e string obeys a
ertain power law (i.e., the spatial lo ality), it does
not expli itly a ount for the temporal lo ality, i.e.,
relative loseness of identi al addresses in the string.
To remedy this problem, we modi ed the tra e
generator by introdu ing one more parameter, the
so- alled self-repeat ratio. If the hit index is below
the LRU POINTER, i.e., the address to be generated has been seen already, that address is made
identi al to the previous one with the probability
equal to the self-repeat ratio. Otherwise, with the
remaining probability, the address at the hit index is
issued|as before. The modi ed algorithm is listed
in Figure 6. The four lines starting at \R = Random2" are our modi ation to the original generator.
It is natural to set the self-repeat ratio for the
generator to the measured value of this ratio in the
real tra e whi h the generator is meant to approximate. In parti ular, the self-repeat ratio observed
in the UofA tra e is 0.147272. Note that with this
modi ation, the generator will tend to issue not
only repeating pairs of addresses, but also runs of
three, four, and so on. The results for this modi ed
address generation algorithm are shown in Figures
4 and 5.
Figure 4 presents the footprint of the tra e generated with the modi ed algorithm (syn2). Notably,
it mat hes that of the syntheti tra e from the original method. This is be ause we only onsider generating repeating addresses when the hit index is
below LRU POINTER. Thus, in terms of the total
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Figure 4: Footprints of two syntheti tra es

{−−− fill LRU stack with unique items −−−}
InitializeStack;
{−−− generate "SyntheticTraceLength" synthetic addresses −−−}
for count:= 1 to SyntheticTraceLength do
begin
{−−− generate index from uniform random real in [0, 1] −−−}
U:=Random1;
if (U<1/Theta) then
index := round((U/((A^Theta)/Theta)))^(1/(1−Theta)));
else
index := round(random * Cc);
{−−− adjust −−−}
if index < 1 then
index := 1;
{−−− determine the address to output −−−}
R = Random2
if index<LRU_POINTER and R<SelfRepeatRate then
address = PreviousAddress;
else
{−−− move item at "index" to front of stack. −−−}
UpdateLRUStack(index, address, LRU);
{−− process new synthetic address −−}
UerProcess (address );
end; {for}

Figure 6: The syntheti tra e generation algorithm
number of di erent addresses that have been issued
up to a given point, the two methods produ e exa tly the same out ome. This also means that the
spatial lo ality of the strings produ ed by them is
identi al.
Figure 5 shows that the miss ratios of the tra e
from the modi ed algorithm (syn2) are loser to
those of the real tra e (real) than those from the
original algorithm (syntheti ). This is due to the
improvement in temporal lo ality in the syntheti
tra e.
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Con lusions

We have demonstrated that the results of previous
studies on lo ality of memory referen es an be applied to lo ality models of network traÆ . By introdu ing a modest modi ation to a generator of
memory referen e strings based on a simple power
law, we have turned it into a generator of syntheti
IP tra es at a router. The syntheti tra es appear
to well apture the lo ality aspe ts of real tra es
with similar measured parameters.
Additional parameters are still needed for hara terizing other aspe ts of the traÆ , so that the
synthesized tra es an be ontrolled as needed for
spe i studies. For example, a parameter re e t-

ing the degree of temporal lo ality may be needed.
Other resear hers [8℄ have suggested additional parameters.
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